Northern Line Extension
PROGRESS UPDATE

June - August 2019

Kennington Green
Thank you for your patience whilst we continue with the Northern Line Extension (NLE) works near you. We would like
to update you on where we are and what is planned over the next three months.

What has been completed?
Following the construction of the roof level of the head house in April, the majority of the reinforced concrete works to
create the internal rooms in the basement have been constructed. See fig. 1 below. These will house the mechanical
and electrical equipment for the ventilation shaft.
The final section of conductor rail was installed in May. This sits in between and at the side of the running rail and will
provide power to the tube trains. See fig. 2 below.

Fig.1 Internal rooms in the basement of Kennington Green

Fig. 2 Completed conductor rail installation

What is planned?
We have begun and will continue with the preparatory works to ensure the basement is water tight. This involves
excavation and breaking of concrete around the perimeter of the structure to form a small trench.
Phase 1 is complete and phase 2 will commence at the end of June as detailed in the last Activity Notification.
Preparatory utility works will begin in the corner of Montford Place with Kennington Road. Works will be closely
coordinated with Thames Water, UKPN and Lambeth. Further details will follow once the programme is finalised.
As the main construction works on the basement structure draw to a close, the site will transition into the ‘fit out’ stage
of works bringing specialist contractors on board. The brickwork façade of the head house is due to be installed in the
next quarter. Please note that there might be occasions when the Montford Place site will need to be used to

support the works at Kennington Station out of hours. We will endeavour to let you know in advance.
Our core working hours are Mondays to Fridays 08:00 to 18:00 and Saturdays 08:00 to 13:00 with quiet
maintenance allowed between 13:00 and 18:00.Tunnel fit out works take place 24/7.
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